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Get back to  
feeling your best  
The benefits of sleep apnea 
treatment are truly remarkable. 
Getting a good night’s sleep gives 
you the energy to get back to doing 
the things you love. But one of the 
most inspiring things people tell us 
about starting CPAP is that they’re 
able to start dreaming again.



Congratulations on 
taking an important 
step toward getting 
restful sleep 
ResMed is the #1 mask brand preferred  
by patients,1 and we’re excited to present 
our lightest nasal mask ever.*

ResMed AirFit™ N30 is the nasal cradle 
mask with a low-profile design that 
discreetly fits into your lifestyle. It includes 
our QuietAir™ vent technology, which is 
designed to minimize noise by breaking up 
exhaled air so it’s spread out lightly. 



Simply designed  
for an easy fit
AirFit N30 features our QuickFit™ elastic headgear 
that easily slips on like a pair of goggles and is 
designed to fit right out of the package. A tiny 
headgear clip on the side is available to make minor 
adjustments if needed, so keeping it comfortable 
is simple.

Comfortably cradles  
your nose 
The curved cushion of AirFit N30 is compact  
and incredibly soft. It cradles under your nose  
for a comfortable fit that is designed to help 
prevent nostril soreness, nasal bridge discomfort 
and red marks. And its narrow profile provides  
an even fit designed to provide a great seal,  
so it’s perfect if you sleep on your side. 





* As of October 21, 2019. Based on available user guide data. The total weight of AirFit N30, 
which includes the headgear and excludes the packaging, is 45g 

† The myAir for Air10™ by ResMed app is available in English only in the US, Canada, New Zealand, 
Australia, and Korean in Korea

1 Combined response of those expressing a preference in an independent patient survey in the UK, 
USA, France, Germany and Australia in March 2017. Visit ResMed.com/MaskBrand.
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Success with CPAP  
starts here
ResMed AirFit N30 is designed to fit you and your 
lifestyle to help you easily adjust to CPAP therapy. 
And with the ResMed myAir™ app,† it’s easy to 
track your progress with a daily sleep score and 
adhere to therapy with personalized videos and 
tips. Sign up today at myAir.ResMed.com or 
download the myAir app. 

And for supply replacement reminders, updates 
and ongoing support, be sure to register your mask 
today at ResMed.com/Register.


